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By a string on a, 6 we mean a row of a's and 6's such as baabbbab. 
I t may involve only a, or 6, or be null. If, for example, gi, g2, gz repre
sent strings baby aa, b respectively, string g2gigigzg2 on gi, g2, gz will 
represent, in obvious fashion, the string aababbabbaa on a, 6. By the 
correspondence decision problem we mean the problem of determining 
for an arbitrary finite set (gu g{), (g2, g2), • • • , (gM, gi) of pairs of 
corresponding non-null strings on a, b whether there is a solution in 
w, iu ii, • • • , in of equation 

(1) *<«*<! • • * gin - g»'lg<2 * ' * ft.t » ^ 1, *ƒ « 1, 2, • • • , /*. 

Tha t is, whether some non-null string on gh g2} • • • , gM, and corre
sponding string on g i , £2', • • • , gM' » represent identical strings on a, 6. 

In special cases, of course, the question posed by (1) may be an
swerable. Thus, if, with /A«3, (gi, gi), (g2, g2'), (g3, ft') are (66, 6), 
(ab, ba), (6, 66) respectively, gig2g2gz = bbababb=g{ g2

,g2 gs, and (1) has 
a solution. Again, if each g» is of greater length than the correspond
ing g/ , or if each gi starts with a different letter than the corre
sponding gi , (1) has no solution. We proceed to prove, on the other 
hand, that in its full generality the correspondence decision problem is 
recursively unsolvable,1 and hence, no doubt, unsolvable in the intui
tive sense. 

We start with the known recursive unsolvability of the decision 
problem for the class of normal systems on a, 6.2 A normal system S on 

Received by the editors October 20, 1945. 
1 It suffices here to consider "recursively unsolvable" to mean unsolvable in the 

sense of Church [l ]. Of course the general problem remains recursively unsolvable if 
we allow null g's and g"s. Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end 
of the paper. 

2 See [4, §2 ] for an informal proof. As far as the printed literature is concerned, we 
must refer to [2] for a formal proof, though there then remains the actual verification, 
via Gödel representations, that the reduction effected is indeed recursive. This verifi
cation, at least for the reduction of S' to S'" [2, p.Si] , is immediate if we use the 
following simpler method of reducing S' to a system S" in canonical form than that 
there given by Church. The primitive symbols of our S" are those of S' and one addi
tional primitive symbol a. The basis of S" in part consists of the two primitive asser
tions ai, a J, and the operation «P, aQ produce <x(PQ). It will follow that aP is asserted 
in S" when and only when P is a combination without free variables. The remainder 
of the basis of 5 " consists of the primitive assertion of S' as primitive assertion, and 
the thirty-eight operations of S' each modified as follows. For each operational varia
ble P occurring in the operation, aP is introduced as additional premise. 
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a, b is given by a basis consisting of an initial non-null string A on 
a, 6, and a finite set of operations a t P produces Pal, i — 1 , 2, • • • , vt 

where the a 's and a"s are given strings on a, &, while the operational 
variable P represents an arbitrary string on a, J, possibly null. The 
assertions of S consist of A and all non-null strings obtainable from 
A by repeated use of the v operations. The known recursively unsolv-
able problem is then the problem of determining for arbitrary S, as 
given by a basis therefore, and arbitrary non-null string B on a, b, 
whether B is an assertion of S. This unsolvability is undisturbed if the 
a's and a"s are all non-null,8 a condition which automatically ex
cludes the possibility of null assertions, and will henceforth be as
sumed. 

Referring to operation a»P produces Pal by the subscript i, string 
B on a, b will be an assertion of S when and only when some finite 
sequence of operations ii, i2, • • • , in leads from A to B. Now opera
tion aiP produces Pal can be applied to string C to yield string D 
when and only when for some string P , possibly null, C^aiP, 
Pal =Z>. Hence B is an assertion of 5 when and only when the follow
ing set of equations has a solution in ny i\> i^ • • • , in, and the P 's . 

(2) A = a^Pu Piaix = a»2P2, • • • , Pn-ia;n^x = ainPr, Pnain == B. 

Here n may be 0, (2) then becoming A=B. We proceed to show that 
(2) is equivalent to a single equation somewhat like (1) subject, how
ever, to certain length conditions. 

Given (2), we can eliminate the P 's by forming Aa[xa[% • • • a ^ a n d 
successively substituting for the left members of (2) the right to ob
tain 

(3) Aaixai% • • • ain = c^a^ • • • ainB. 

Likewise, starting with Aa'tlal2 • • • a{m_x, we obtain 

(4) Aaix • • • 0Lim_x = aix • • • aimPm, 

whence, 

(5) length (Aa'ix • • • a'm-i) è length (aix • • • a»J , m = 1, 2, • • • , n, 

the length of a string being the total number of occurrences of letters 
therein, here a's and b's. Conversely, let (3) be given, with (5) 
satisfied. With the length of a t l • • • aim less than or equal to that of 
Aa'h • • • a'lm_v (3) shows that the former must be identical with an 

3 It suffices to modify the production starting on page 214 of [3] in accordance 
with footnote 3 thereof to insure that the final normal system has no g or g' null. 
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"initial segment" of the latter. Hence, Pm can be determined so that 
(4) is satisfied, and for m = 1, 2, • • • , n. For m = 1, (4) yields the first 
equation of (2). By substituting the right side of (4), with m—j, for 
the left, (4) form = j + l becomes a t l • • •otyP,«a*y = a{1 • • 'ûfyûty+lP,-+ii 
whence P,-a,

y==afi+1P,-+i, j=*l , 2, • • • , w — 1 . Likewise, the last equa
tion of (2) is obtained from (3) via (4) for ra = w. Hence, (2) has a 
solution when and only when (3) has a solution subject to (5). That 
is, B is in normal system S when and only when (3) has a solution 
in n, ii, i2, • • • , in subject to (5). Comparing (3) with (1), we see 
that to reduce the decision problem for the class of normal systems 
on a, b to the correspondence decision problem, and thus have the 
unsolvability of the former lead to the unsolvability of the latter, we 
must on the one hand eliminate the length condition (5), on the other, 
the A and B of (3). 

We achieve the first aim by reducing normal system *S in three 
stages to a normal system in which (3) implies (5). If C —• X1X2 * * * Xny 
the x's a's or i 's, let C — Xn • • • X2X\» For a letter with subscript, 
superscript, we shall only bar the letter. Now for the normal system 
S on a, b with initial string A and operations a t P produces Pa', 
i = 1, 2, • • • , vy form the system S\ not normal, with initial string A, 
and operations Pat- produces a/ P . Clearly, string B on a, b will be an 
assertion of S when and only when 5 is an assertion of S'. Next form 
S" with initial string Hh% and operations P&îh produces &lPh. String 
5 is then in S' when and only when "Bh is in S" . We finally form a 
normal system S'n\ though on the three letters a, &, A, whose asser
tions are the assertions of S" and all cyclic permutations thereof, a 
cyclic permutation of string X\ • • • XjXj+i • • • #n here meaning any 
string #,-+i • • • ffn#i • • • #ƒ. The initial string of S'" is again Zft. For 
its first v operations we take GLJIP produces Phâ/, premise and con
clusion being a cyclic permutation of the premise and conclusion of 
the corresponding operation of S". We finally add the operations aP 
produces Pa, bP produces Pb} hP produces Ph which serve to transform 
a string on a, &, h into any of its cyclic permutations. System S'" is 
therefore normal, and, by induction, is easily seen to have the stated 
property.4 I t follows that B is an assertion of normal system S when 
and only when Bh is an assertion of normal system S'". 

Let the operations of S'" be resymbolized & P produces P/3»', 
i = l, 2, • • • , v+3. Though S'" is a normal system on three letters, 
the discussion of equations (2)-(5) is equally applicable to it. Hence B 
is an assertion of S when and only when the following equation (6) 
has a solution subject to (7). 

4 Cf. [3], final reduction. 
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(6) ZAftX • • • riL - ft*ft, • • • ft.»*. 
(7) fa»;/A ( 2 / ^ • • • jSL-i) £ fe»*tt (ft, • • • ftj, m » 1, 2, • • • , n. 

Suppose (6) had a solution with (7) not satisfied for a certain ra. For 
that m, the length of ftx • • • ftm would exceed the length of 
Z&jS^ • • • j8|m-1, and hence, in virtue of (6), we would have 

(8) ft, • • • ft. - !« ; , • • • PL^Q 

with non-null Q. Recall that (ft, ft') is (&ih, fas/) for iHkv, {a, a), 
(b, 6), (A, A) for the three remaining i's. With a's and cx"s on a, b only, 
ft and ft' are then either both free from h, or have exactly one h 
apiece. Were the ftm of (8) a or b, the right side of (8) would have a t 
least one more occurrence of h than the left, which is impossible. In 
any other case, ftm ends with h. Non-null Q therefore ends with h, 
and again the right side of (8) would have a t least one more h than 
the left. Hence, every solution of (6) must satisfy (7). That is, B is 
an assertion of S when and only when (6) has a solution. 

The elimination of Ah and Bh from (6) is more easily effected. 
Corresponding to the v+3 couples (ft, ft'), i — 1, 2, • • • , v+3, and 
"Âh, iBhy we introduce v+5 couples (7*, 7 / ) as follows. With #'s and 
y's representing letters, in this case a, b, or h, if ft and ft' are 
#i#2 • • • xK and y\y2 • • • y\ respectively, 7»- and 7 / are to be 
X\kx2k • • • xjk and kyxky2 • • • ky\ respectively. If "Kh and 2?& are 
yxy2 . . . yx and #i#2 • • • xK respectively, 7 „+4 and 7/4.4 are to be kk 
and kkyiky2 • • • fryx, 7^+5 and 7/+B, Xikx2k • • • #*fefe and kk, respec
tively. I t then follows that (6) has a solution in n, ii, i2, • • • , in, 
n^O, ip = l, 2, • • • , p + 3 , when and only when the equation 

(9) 7^7/2 • ' • yL = 7ii7y« • • • y*M 

has a solution in w, j i , j 2 , • • • , j m , w ^ l , J« = l» 2, • • • , v+5. In 
fact, if ih i2, • • • , in makes both sides of (6) equal to zxz2 • • • zt, 
UuJ2> • * • jJm) = (v+4, ih i2, - • • , in, P+5) makes both sides of (9) 
equal to kkzikz2 • • • kzikk. On the other hand, suppose (9) has a solu
tion. Then since y'h and yJt must start with the same letter, ji — v + 4. 
For in every other case y'h starts with k,y71 with a, 6, or h. Similarly, 
im = ^ + 5 , (9) forcing y'Jm and 7,m to end with the same letter. If, now, 
the intermediate J's are all different from v+4 and v+5, they directly 
give a sequence of i's satisfying (6). Otherwise, let j M be the first j 
beyond j t that is v+4 or i>+5. Were j / ,

= = : ï , +4 , y'jfl'St • • • 7JM and 
would take the forms kkxxkx2 • • • kxpkkxp+ik • • • *fl 

and kkyikyji • • • :yr£fe& respectively, with #'s and y's a, &, or A. But 
then the second occurrence of kk in the left side of (9) would be im-
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mediately followed by a, &, or h, in the right side, by k, contradicting 
(9). Hence j^v+5, and y'ixy'i% • • • y'H and Yn7/2 • ' • 7/n conse
quently take the form kkx\kxt • • • fc^feé and Jfefryift̂  • • • kyqkk. But 
the left side of (9) through the second occurrence of kk must equal 
the right side of (9) through its second occurrence of kk. Hence 
y'jiYj* * * * T^—TJÏT / J * * * fir» a n d w e have a solution of (9) of the 
type previously seen to lead to a solution of (6). I t follows that B is 
an assertion of S when and only when (9) has a solution. 

In the reduction thus effected we have introduced the new letters 
h and k. But now in (Y», y' ) replace the letters a, b, h, k by bob, baab, 
baaab, baaaab respectively,5 and call the resulting pair of strings on 
a, &, (ôi, S/). Then (9) is seen to be equivalent to 

(!°) 8
hôh " * " ôim = 8h8h ' ' * */»• 

immediately so in passing from (9) to (10), and conversely. For if, 
for example, 0^ starts with baab, ô3ï must also start with baab} and 
likewise for the next group of letters, and so on till (10) is seen to be 
a translation of (9). 

Given normal system S on a, b with basis A, <XiP producesPal, 
i = l, 2, • • • , v, and string B on a, &, the above gives an effective 
method for forming the pairs of strings on a, &, (St-, h'), i = l, 2, • • • , 
p + 5 , such that B is an assertion of S when and only when (10) has 
a solution. But (10), with left and right hand members interchanged, 
is a case of (1). We have therefore effectively reduced the decision 
problem for the class of normal systems on a, b to our correspondence 
decision problem. If, then, the former is unsolvable in the intuitive 
sense, so must be the latter. Actually, by introducing Gödel represen
tations, we readily verify that the above effective reduction is indeed 
recursive, the recursive unsolvability of the former problem then lead
ing to the recursive unsolvability of the correspondence decision prob
lem. 
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